Special Hugo Award Issue

**Novel**

*Blackout/ All Clear*

Connie Willis  
*(Ballantine Spectra)*

**Novella**

*The Lifecycle of Software Objects*

Ted Chiang  
*(Subterranean)*

**Novelette**

*The Emperor of Mars*

Allen M. Steele  
*(Asimov's, June 2010)*

**Short Story**

*For Want of A Nail*

Mary Robinette Kowal  
*(Asimov's, September 2010)*
SemiProzine
Clarkesworld
Edited by Neil Clarke, Cheryl Morgan, and Sean Wallace
Podcast directed by Kate Baker

Fanzine
The Drink Tank
Edited by Christopher J Garcia and James Bacon

Professional Artist
Shaun Tan

Fan Writer
Claire Brialey

Editor, Long Form
Lou Anders

Fan Artist
Brad W. Foster
Graphic Story
Girl Genius,
Volume 10: Agatha Heterodyne and the Guardian Muse
Written by Phil and Kaja Foglio
Art by Phil Foglio
Colors by Cheyenne Wright
(Airship Entertainment)

Dramatic Presentation, Long Form
Inception
Written and Directed by Christopher Nolan
(Warner)

Dramatic Presentation, Short Form

Doctor Who: “The Pandorica Opens/ The Big Bang”
Written by Stephen Moffat;
Directed by Toby Haynes
(BBC Wales)

Editor,
Short Form
Sheila Williams

Related Work
Chicks Dig Time Lords:
A Celebration of Doctor Who by the Women Who Love It
Edited by Lynne M. Thomas and Tara O'Shea
(Mad Norwegian)
The Seiun Awards are Japanese science fiction award for the best science fiction published in Japan during the preceding year, as voted by attendees of the annual Japanese Science Fiction Convention. This year's overseas winners are:

**Short Story**
*Carry the Moon in My Pocket*
James Lovegrove

**Long Story**
*Eifelheim*
Michael Flynn

**Media**
*District 9*
Directed by Neill Blomkamp

---

**Forrest J Ackerman Big Heart Award**
Gay Haldeman
For decades Gay has been an active participant in many fannish events, greatly recognized for her commitment, and one of our most supportive and compassionate enthusiasts. Her graciousness, personally helping fans in need, and friendly presence is a valued part of our unique fannish community.

---

**Hugo Award Trophy Base**
Marina Gélineau
The unique 2011 Hugo Award trophy base is designed by Marina Gélineau, a stained-glass artist from Poitiers, France. The Hugo Award rocket is based on the original design by Jack McNight and Ben Jason, as refined by Peter Weston.

---

**John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer**
*Lev Grossman*
Award for the best new professional science fiction or fantasy writer of 2009 or 2010, sponsored by Dell Magazines (not a Hugo Award).